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Superstring field theory was recently used to derive a four-dimensional Maxwell action
with manifest duality. This action is related to the McClain-Wu-Yu Hamiltonian and can
be locally coupled to electric and magnetic sources.
In this letter, the manifestly dual Maxwell action is supersymmetrized using N=1 and
N=2 superspace. The N=2 version may be useful for studying Seiberg-Witten duality.
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1. Introduction
The study of N=2 super-Yang-Mills theory has recently become popular due to the
duality conjecture of Seiberg and Witten.[1] This duality conjecture asserts that by ex-
changing electrically and magnetically charged states, the N=2 quantum theory at strong
and weak coupling can be related.
This quantum duality conjecture is related to a continuous classical symmetry of N=2
super-Maxwell theory which rotates the electric field into the magnetic field and vice versa.
In the standard super-Maxwell action, classical duality symmetry is not manifest since it
rotates Bianchi identities into equations of motion. This is related to the fact that magnetic
sources cannot couple locally in the standard action.
Recently, superstring field theory was used to derive a ten-dimensional action for a
self-dual five-form field strength.[2] After dimensional reduction, this gave a manifestly
dual action for a four-dimensional Maxwell field. The action contains an infinite number
of fields and can be obtained from the McClain-Wu-Yu Hamiltonian[3] by performing a
Legendre transformation.[4] Since duality is manifest, it is easy to couple locally to electric
and magnetic sources.[5]
In this letter, the manifestly dual Maxwell action is generalized to super-Maxwell
actions with N=1 or N=2 four-dimensional supersymmetry. These actions can couple
locally to electric and magnetic sources and are written in N=1 or N=2 superspace. The
N=2 version may be useful for studying Seiberg-Witten duality since, at the classical level,
duality is now manifest.
In section II of this letter, the manifestly dual Maxwell action is reviewed. In sec-
tion III, the action is supersymmetrized in N=1 superspace, and in section IV, in N=2
superspace. In section V, some conclusions are presented.
2. Review of the manifestly dual Maxwell action
In references [2]and [5], superstring field theory in the presence of D-branes was used
to obtain a ten-dimensional action for a self-dual five-form field strength in the presence
of sources. After dimensional reduction to four dimensions, this gave a manifestly dual
Maxwell action in the presence of electric and magnetic sources. This action is constructed
from a complex vector field, Ep = Ap+iBp, and an infinite set of real anti-symmetric tensor
1
fields, F pq(n), where (n) runs from 0 to ∞. In the presence of a fermionic dyon source with
electric charge e and magnetic charge g, the action is
S =
∫
d4x[−F pq(0)(∂pAq −
1
2
ǫpqrs∂
rBs) (2.1)
+
1
2
F pq(1)(∂pAq +
1
2
ǫpqrs∂
rBs)−
1
2
∞∑
n=0
(F pq(2n) + F
pq
(2n+2))F(2n+1)pq
+ψ¯α˙(i∂p + eAp + gBp)σ
p
αα˙ψ
α]
where α and α˙ are two-component Weyl spinor indices, σ0 is the identity matrix, and σi
are the Pauli matrices for i = 1 to 3. Note that (2.1)can also be written as
S =
∫
d4x[−
1
4
(Fαβ(0) ∂αα˙E¯
α˙
β + F¯
α˙β˙
(0) ∂αα˙E
α
β˙
) (2.2)
+
1
8
(Fαβ(1) ∂αα˙E
α˙
β + F¯
α˙β˙
(1) ∂αα˙E¯
α
β˙
)
−
1
4
∞∑
n=0
((Fαβ(2n) + F
αβ
(2n+2))F(2n+1)αβ + (F¯
α˙β˙
(2n) + F¯
α˙β˙
(2n+2))F¯(2n+1)α˙β˙)
+ψ¯α˙(i∂αα˙ +
1
2
(e− ig)Eαα˙ +
1
2
(e+ ig)E¯α˙α)ψ
α]
where Fαβ(n) =
1
2
σαα˙p σ¯
β
qα˙F
pq
(n), Eαα˙ = (Ap + iBp)σ
p
αα˙, σ¯
pαα˙ = ǫαβǫα˙β˙σp
ββ˙
, and ∂αα˙ = σ
p
αα˙∂p.
The above action is manifestly invariant under the continuous duality rotation
Fαβ(2n) → e
iκFαβ(2n), F
αβ
(2n+1) → e
−iκFαβ(2n+1), (2.3)
Ep → eiκEp, (e+ ig)→ eiκ(e+ ig)
where κ is a real constant. It is also invariant under the local gauge transformation
Ep → Ep + 2∂pΛ, ψ
α → e(ie+g)Λ+(ie−g)Λ¯ψα. (2.4)
Since an infinite number of fields are present in (2.1), there are subtleties involved in
analyzing solutions to the equations of motion. To remove these subtleties, only solutions
with a finite number of non-zero fields will be allowed. In other words, at each point in
spacetime, only a finite number of on-shell fields will be allowed to be non-zero. This
2
restriction is similar to that of reference [4]and guarantees that the energy is finite and
well-defined.1
The equations of motion from varying F pq(n), Ap, Bp, and ψ
α are easily calculated to
be
F pq(0) −
1
2
(∂pAq − ∂qAp + ǫpqrs∂rBs) = −F
pq
(2) = F
pq
(4) = −F
pq
(6) = ..., (2.5)
∂pAq − ∂qAp − ǫpqrs∂rBs = F
pq
(1) = −F
pq
(3) = F
pq
(5) = ...,
∂qF
pq
(0) = eψ¯
α˙σpαα˙ψ
α,
1
2
ǫpqrs∂
qF rs(0) = gψ¯
α˙σpαα˙ψ
α.
(∂p − ieAp − igBp)σ
p
αα˙ψ
α = 0.
Solutions to (2.5)with a finite number of non-zero fields satisfy
F pq(0) = ∂
pAq − ∂qAp = ǫpqrs∂rBs, F
pq
(n+1) = F
pq
(n+2) = 0, (2.6)
∂qF
pq
(0) = eψ¯
α˙σpαα˙ψ
α,
1
2
ǫpqrs∂
qF rs(0) = gψ¯
α˙σpαα˙ψ
α.
(∂p − ieAp − igBp)σ
p
αα˙ψ
α = 0.
These are the standard Maxwell equations in the presence of electric and magnetic sources.
3. Manifestly dual N=1 super-Maxwell action
To generalize (2.2)to N=1 superspace, one introduces a complex scalar superfield, V
and V¯ , and an infinite set of chiral spinor superfields, Wα(n) and W¯
α˙
(n), satisfying D¯α˙W
β
(n) =
DαW¯
β˙
(n) = 0. (Dα = ∂/∂θ
α + iθ¯α˙∂αα˙ and D¯α˙ = ∂/∂θ¯
α˙ + iθα∂αα˙ are the usual N=1
fermionic derivatives.) This is the N=1 analog of the fields in (2.1)since the standard N=1
super-Maxwell action uses a real scalar superfield whose field strength is a chiral spinor
superfield.[6]
The N=1 super-Maxwell action in the presence of a dyonic Wess-Zumino scalar mul-
tiplet[7] is
S =
∫
d4xd2θd2θ¯[−
1
8
(Wα(0)DαV¯ + W¯(0)α˙D¯
α˙V ) (3.1)
+
1
16
(Wα(1)DαV + W¯(1)α˙D¯
α˙V¯ )]
1 In reference [4], the fields with label (n) were restricted to satisfy |F(n)| < 1/n for n > N .
This type of restriction is inappropriate for fermionic fields.
3
−
1
4
∫
d4xd2θ
∞∑
n=0
(Wα(2n) +W
α
(2n+2))W(2n+1)α
−
1
4
∫
d4xd2θ¯
∞∑
n=0
(W¯(2n)α˙ + W¯(2n+2)α˙)W¯
α˙
(2n+1)
+
1
2
∫
d4xd2θd2θ¯ Φ¯e(e−ig)V+(e+ig)V¯ Φ
where Φ is a chiral scalar superfield satisfying D¯α˙Φ = 0.
This action is manifestly invariant under the duality rotation
Wα(2n) → e
iκWα(2n), W
α
(2n+1) → e
−iκWα(2n+1), (3.2)
V → eiκV, (e+ ig)→ eiκ(e+ ig),
and under the gauge transformation
V → V + (D)2Λ+ (D¯)2Ω¯, Φ→ e(ig−e)(D¯)
2Ω¯−(ig+e)(D¯)2Λ¯Φ, (3.3)
where (D)2 = 1
2
DαDα.
Assuming that only a finite number of on-shell fields are non-zero, the equations of
motion for (3.1)are
Wα(0) =
1
4
(D¯)2Dα(V + V¯ ) =
1
4
(D¯)2Dα(V − V¯ ), Wα(n+1) =W
α
(n+2) = 0, (3.4)
1
4
DαW
α
(0) = (e+ ig)Φ¯e
(e−ig)V+(e+ig)V¯ Φ,
(D)2(e(e−ig)V+(e+ig)V¯ Φ) = 0.
These equations are easily seen to be the N=1 generalization of (2.6)where Fαβ(n) =
i
2
(DαW β(n) +D
βWα(n))|θ=θ¯=0,, Eαα˙ = DαD¯α˙V |θ=θ¯=0, and ψα = DαΦ|θ=θ¯=0.
4. Manifestly dual N=2 super-Maxwell action
To generalize (2.2)to N=2 superspace, one introduces a complex SU(2) triplet of su-
perfields, Vjk and V¯jk, and an infinite set of chiral scalar superfields, W(n) and W¯(n),
satisfying D¯jα˙W(n) = D
j
αW¯(n) = 0. (D
j
α = ∂/∂θ
α
j + iθ¯
jα˙∂αα˙ and D¯
j
α˙ = ∂/∂θ¯
α˙
j + iθ
jα∂αα˙
are the usual N=2 fermionic derivatives where j is an SU(2) doublet index.) This is the
4
N=2 analog of the fields in (2.1)since the standard N=2 super-Maxwell action uses a real
triplet of superfields whose field strength is a chiral scalar superfield.[8]
The N=2 super-Maxwell action in the presence of a dyonic Fayet-Sohnius scalar hy-
permultiplet[9] is
S =
∫
d4xd4θd4θ¯[−
1
48
(W(0)D
jαDkαV¯jk + W¯(0)D¯
j
α˙D¯
kα˙Vjk) (4.1)
+
1
96
(W(1)D
jαDkαVjk + W¯(1)D¯
j
α˙D¯
kα˙V¯jk)]
−
1
4
∫
d4xd4θ
∞∑
n=0
(W(2n) +W(2n+2))W(2n+1)
−
1
4
∫
d4xd4θ¯
∞∑
n=0
(W¯(2n) + W¯(2n+2))W¯(2n+1)
+
1
2
∫
d4xd2θ+d2θ¯+
∫
du(Φ+)∗(D++ + (e− ig)V ++ + (e+ ig)(V ++)∗)Φ+
where V ++ = (D+)2(D¯+)2u−j u
−
k V
jk, (V ++)∗ = (D+)2(D¯+)2u−j u
−
k V¯
jk, D±α = u
±
j D
j
α,
D¯±α˙ = u
±
j D¯
j
α˙, D
++ = u+j ∂/∂u
−
j , and Φ
+ is an analytic superfield satisfying D+αΦ
+=
D¯+α˙Φ
+ = 0.
As discussed in reference [10], u±j are harmonic variables which are needed for cou-
pling a hypermultiplet in N=2 superspace. They are complex variables satisfying u+j u
j+=
u−j u
j−=0 and u+j u
j−=1. The bar operation acts on all fields as complex conjugation, while
the ∗ operation acts only on the u±j variables as (u
±
j )
∗ = ±u∓j . Note that (u
j+)∗ = u+j ,
so D+α (Φ
+)∗ = D¯+α˙ (Φ
+)∗ = 0. Therefore, one only needs to integrate the source term over
d2θd2θ¯ since it is annihilated by D+α and D¯
+
α˙ . Integration over the u
±
j variables is defined
by
∫
du 1 = 1 and
∫
du u+(j1 ...u
+
jM
u−k1 ...u
−
kN )
= 0. For more details on harmonic superspace
notation, see reference [10].
The N=2 action of (4.1)is manifestly invariant under the duality rotation
W(2n) → e
iκW(2n), W(2n+1) → e
−iκW(2n+1), (4.2)
Vjk → e
iκVjk, (e+ ig)→ e
iκ(e+ ig),
and under the gauge transformation
Vjk → Vjk + 3D
lαΛjklα + 3D¯
l
α˙Ω¯
α˙
jkl,
5
Φ+ → e(D
+)2(D¯+)2[(ig−e)f++++−(ig+e)(f++++)
∗]Φ+, (4.3)
where Λαjkl and Ω
α˙
jkl are complex SU(2) quadruplets, f++++ = u
j
+u
k
+u
l
+u
m
+ (D
α
j Λklmα+D¯jα˙
Ω¯α˙jkl), and (f++++)
∗ = uj+u
k
+u
l
+u
m
+ (D¯jα˙Λ¯
α˙
klm+ D
α
j Ωjklα).
Assuming that only a finite number of on-shell fields are non-zero, the equations of
motion for (4.1)are
W(0) =
1
24
(D¯)4DjαDkα(Vjk + V¯jk) =
1
24
(D¯)4DjαDkα(Vjk − V¯jk), (4.4)
W(n+1) =W(n+2) = 0,
1
24
DjαDkαW(0) = (e+ ig)
∫
du(Φ+)∗uj+u
k
+Φ
+,
(D++ + (e− ig)V ++ + (e+ ig)(V ++)∗)Φ+ = 0.
These equations are easily seen to be the N=2 generalization of (2.6)where Fαβ(n)
=12D
α
j D
jβW(n)|θ=θ¯=0, E
αα˙ = 136 (D
α
j D
jβDlβ) (D¯
α˙
k D¯
k
β˙
D¯β˙m) V
lm|θ=θ¯=0, and ψ
α =∫
duDα+Φ
+|θ=θ¯=0.
5. Conclusions
In this letter, N=1 and N=2 super-Maxwell actions were constructed with manifest
duality. Since these actions can be coupled locally to electric and magnetic sources, the
N=2 version may be useful for studying Seiberg-Witten duality.
The original form for the manifestly dual Maxwell action was found by comput-
ing the contribution of massless Ramond-Ramond fields in the closed superstring field
theory action.[2]Since this computation used the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz formalism of
the superstring (including some extra non-minimal fields[11]), the result was not mani-
festly spacetime-supersymmetric. For describing four-dimensional compactifications of the
Type II superstring, there also exists a manifestly N=2 super-Poincare´ invariant formal-
ism.[12][13] It would be interesting to try to directly derive the N=2 super-Maxwell action
of (4.1)using superstring field theory in the super-Poincare´ invariant formalism. This may
be possible since, unlike the standard N=2 super-Maxwell action, (4.1)does not require
restricted chiral superfields satisfying DjαDkαW = D¯
j
α˙D¯
kα˙W¯ . As was discussed in [13],
restricted chiral superfields are unnatural in the super-Poincare´ invariant formalism since
there is no two-dimensional analog of restricted chirality.
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